Characterization of Focal Breast Lesions by Means of Elastography

Charakterisierung von Herdläsionen der Brustdrüse mittels Elastografie

Abstract

**Purpose:** The modern method of sonoelastography of the breast is used for differentiating focal lesions. This review gives an overview of the different techniques available and discusses their roles in the routine clinical setting.

**Materials and Methods:** The presented techniques include compression or vibration elastography as well as shear wave elastography. Descriptions of the methods are supplemented by a discussion of the clinical role of each technique based on the most recent literature. We discuss by outlining two recent experimental approaches – MRI and tomosynthesis elastography.

**Results:** Currently available data suggest that elastography is an important supplementary tool for the differentiation of breast tumors under routine clinical conditions. The specificity improves with the immediate availability of additional diagnostic information using real-time techniques and/or the calculation of strain ratios (SR). Elastography is especially helpful in women with involuted breasts for differentiating BI-RADS-US 3 and 4 lesions and for evaluating very small cancers without the typical imaging features of malignancy. Here, elastography techniques are highly specific, while the sensitivity decreases compared to B-mode ultrasound. SR calculation is especially helpful in women who have a high risk of breast cancer and high pretest likelihood.

**Conclusion:** B-mode ultrasound is still the first-line method for the initial evaluation of the breast. If suspicious findings are detected, elastography with or without SR calculation is the most crucial supplementary tool.

Key Points:
- Improved specificity for elastography and SR calculation.
- Significant benefits for high-risk collective (BRCA mutation).

Zusammenfassung


**Material und Methoden:** Sowohl die Kompressions- oder Vibrationselastografie als auch die Scherwellenelastografie werden methodisch beschrieben und ihre Wertigkeit im klinischen Alltag anhand der aktuellen Literatur belegt. Ebenfalls werden MR- und Tomosynthese-Elastografie als experimenteller Ansatz diskutiert.

**Ergebnisse:** Bei der derzeitigen Datenlage kann die Elastografie als wichtiges Zusatzkriterium zur Differenzierung von Mammatumoren in der Routine Einzug halten. Es zeigt sich eine Verbesserung der Spezifität bei sofortigem Informationsgewinn durch den Einsatz der Real-Time-Methode und/oder der Strain-Ratio-Kalkulation (SR). Anwendungsbereiche sind in der Trennung der Kategorie BI-RADS-US 3 und 4, insbesondere bei Brustdrüseninvolution sowie bei sehr kleinen Karzinomen ohne typische Malignitätskriterien zu sehen, wo hoch spezifische Ergebnisse erzielt werden, wenn gleich die Sensitivität im Vergleich zum B-Bild abfällt. Insbesondere im Subkollektiv mit hohem Brustkrebsrisiko sollte die hohe Vor-Testwahr-
Introduction

Since the beginning of the 1990s, the term elastography has been used in ultrasound to refer to a number of different methods for visualizing tissue strain [1 – 3]. An important property of tissue is intrinsic elasticity which can change due to pathophysiological processes such as aging, inflammation, or tumorous processes. In this case elasticity is the ratio of the required stress (pressure) to the achieved relative change in length (strain, distortion). Therefore, it describes how much pressure must be applied to a tissue to cause it to deform elastically as a function of its intrinsic elasticity modulus (Young’s modulus) [4, 5]. The benefit of using tissue elasticity as additional information has been able to be shown for years in clinical studies for numerous organ systems. In addition to elasticity studies of organs such as the parotid gland [6], thyroid gland [7, 8], liver [9, 10], prostate gland [11], and cervix [12], special effort has been made to characterize the formation of focal breast lesions [13 – 15]. Verification of a lack of strain of a focal finding in breast sonography is an indicative status criterion which improves the diagnostic reliability of sonography in particular. In addition to the increase in specificity [13 – 17], better differentiation was able to be achieved between benign and malignant focal findings, particularly between BI-RADS-US 3 and BI-RADS-US 4. Therefore, the number of false-positive findings in breast diagnostics was able to be reduced by using elastography as an additional criterion [14]. It is conceivable that the number of unnecessary biopsies will be able to be reduced in the future in this way. Additional validation of the method using unselected screening populations is necessary but has been insufficient to date [18 – 20].

Strain elastography, compression elastography, vibration elastography, and shear wave elastography are presented in the following (Fig. 1). The status of the individual methods in a clinical context is explained on the basis of current publications with the clinical benefit being in the forefront.

Sonographic elastography

Strain elastography (compression elastography)

In strain elastography (also referred to as compression or vibration elastography), the tissue is subjected to tension stress via uniform, repetitively vibrating pressure introduced by an external stimulus, the ultrasound wave, or pulsation of large vessels, and the resulting compression is measured. It must be noted that the induced compression is a volume-retaining distortion since the examined soft tissues are always virtually incompressible. However, this assumption can only be conditionally transferred to human tissue. Since the actual displacement deformation of the tissue (also referred to as shear strain) is often called compression or strain in the literature on elastography, we will adhere to these terms in the following.

Today’s simplified measurement options were preceded by numerous in vitro studies at the start of the 1980 s. The tissue stimulus was studied in complex lab experiments to determine whether the vibration is exerted on the tissue in a static, dynamic, or pulsed manner [21 – 24]. Experiments regarding the type of measurement were also conducted to determine whether measurements should be performed in the strain or compression phase and whether the strain rate or the pressure has to be used as the measurement basis [4]. This resulted in the first in vivo experiments [25, 26] which resulted in real-time elastography [5]. The elastographic tissue properties are determined by a relative change in length as a function of the applied pressure. The elasticity modulus E which is measured in N/m² or kPa describes the relationship between distortion and external force effect in the material. The higher E is, the lower the resulting distortion. Consequently, tissue with a high E is harder than tissue with a low E [27].

A principle problem of this technique is the variable pressure distribution at different tissue depths so that a certain selective interpretation of the findings (examiner bias) must be taken into consideration in the evaluation.

In real-time elastography, the ultrasound probe compresses the tissue externally and causes it to move. The tissue elasticity initially cannot be derived directly from the reflected raw ultrasound data. The extent of the tissue displacement before and after compression is determined in a first step. This can then be used to reconstruct a three-dimensional distortion field so that the elasticity modulus can be calculated using the known pressure of the probe [5]. The technical further development of the autocorrelation method in which the raw ultrasound data is used to calculate the total distortion field within the probe width made it possible to calculate tissue strain data on all three spatial planes. Echo frequency patterns along an ultrasound beam are recorded with respect to time. In addition, multiple parallel ultrasound beams can be observed at the same time. This has the advantage that a lateral displacement of hard tissue occurring under pressure can be compensated since the transmission time of the ultrasound waves is also recorded. The tissue compression results in a relative distortion of the ultrasound A lines that can be compensated via correlation.
of the displaced oscillation pattern. Significant displacement of the amplitude is characteristic for elastic tissue, while a constant distance of the ultrasonic oscillation patterns indicates the presence of hard tissue (Fig. 2a). A color scale with a 256×256 matrix is used to subjectively estimate tissue strain. The colors of the blue color spectrum have been defined for low intrinsic elasticity in numerous publications and the colors of the green to red spectrum have been defined as average to high elasticity (Fig. 2b–c). However, these color scales can be defined by the user and reversed in today's modern US systems even though standardization independent of a commercial company policy would be desirable. Initial studies were able to show simple application and good interobserver validity as well as improved differentiation of focal lesions in breast sonography [17]. Numerous additional studies were able to confirm these results [13–16, 28–30]. It was also shown that elastography significantly improves status evaluation and the detection of focal findings in the case of lipomatous involution of the mammary gland [17]. Since the use of the B-mode in the case of involution of the breast parenchyma is limited [31, 32], a specificity increase in the case of mammary gland involution from 69% to 80% as a result of the use of real-time elastography was able to be shown in the study by Thomas et al. [17]. These data were able to be confirmed in a multicenter study including 779 women [14]. The reason for the increased specificity could be the improved visualization of the focus and its borders to the surrounding fatty tissue since elastography is able to show the minor differences in echogenicity between tumor and fat and additional malignancy criteria, such as spiculation, can be detected with elastography.

The first image descriptions used the score system developed by E. Ueno, which classifies the strain in a focal finding according to 5 categories [16]. The so-called Tsukuba score can be integrated in the established BI-RADS-US criteria of the ACR catalog for better comparability. Tsukuba
scores 1 and 2 correspond to BIRADS-US 2, while scores 3–5 are equivalent to BIRADS-US 3–5 (Tab. 1).

Although the known studies have shown good interobserver validity, compression elastography has been reported to have a certain amount of subjectivity in the execution of the examination and the interpretation of the focal findings but this plays a secondary role in the clinical routine in our opinion.

**Strain ratio calculation**

In the further development for improved standardization of the method, a semiquantitative evaluation, the so-called fat-lesion ratio = strain ratio (FLR = SR) was introduced. This is defined as the ratio of the strain in the fatty tissue to the tumor (pink marking) of 3.03. The SR value indicates a malignancy. Histology acquired via punch biopsy of an invasive ductal carcinoma. A strain ratio of 1.27 also confirms the benign finding of the known fibroadenoma. The value is also below the cut-off value of 2.455 [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BI-RADS-US criteria</th>
<th>Tsukuba score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 normal finding</td>
<td>strain in the entire area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 definitely benign</td>
<td>strain in the focal lesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 probably benign</td>
<td>strain in the periphery of the tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 suspicious for malignancy</td>
<td>no strain in the focal lesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 highly suspicious</td>
<td>no strain around the focal lesion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1 Comparison of the image analysis categories using BI-RADS-US criteria according to ACR and the Tsukuba score.

---

**Fig. 3** a Schematic representation of the SR calculation after compression of the tissue by the probe. The ratio of the fatty tissue strain to the tumor strain can then be calculated offline. b The strain ratio of 1.62 is significantly less than the cut-off value of 2.27 [33]. This also confirms the histologically verified fibroadenoma from Fig. 2b. c The ROI selected in the decompression phase yields a ratio between fatty tissue (yellow marking) and tumor (pink marking) of 3.03. The SR value indicates a malignancy. Histology acquired via punch biopsy of an invasive ductal carcinoma. d A strain ratio of 1.27 also confirms the benign finding of the known fibroadenoma. The value is also below the cut-off value of 2.455 [15]. e The SR value of 3.4 correlates to the histological finding of a malignancy. Image of the focal finding from c with various high-end systems which can be seen in b–e.
strain of the breast tumor (\textit{Fig. 3a}). Since fatty tissue can be assumed to be a sufficiently good interindividual reference standard with a constant Young’s modulus even between different women, the measurement is considered reproducible. A region of interest (ROI) in the entire breast tumor as well as in the surrounding fatty tissue is used to calculate a value to be compared individually and intraindividually [15]. It was able to be shown in the current studies that both improved status evaluation and the use of a cut-off value make it possible to differentiate between benign and malignant focal findings (\textit{Fig. 3b–e}). In a European patient collective, this value was 2.455 using Hitachi equipment [15] and 2.27 using Toshiba equipment [33]. Since the cut-off value can differ depending on the country, e.g. a cut-off value of 3.05 was calculated in China [34], there are no standardized limit values. This could be due to the different population-dependent breast tissue densities. This SR value can be used for simple and reproducible status evaluation of a previously detected focal finding. If the measured data are below the cut-off value, the finding is primarily benign (\textit{Fig. 3b–d}). However, if the cut-off value is exceeded, the finding is typically malignant (\textit{Fig. 3c–e}) and requires histological verification. The value should be measured in the decompression phase, since this is less dependent on the introduced pressure (\textit{Fig. 3b–c}). This provides added reliability for inexperienced examiners in particular and builds the foundation for future applications, i.e., a sonographic CAD system [35]. The use of the SR for differentiating between relapse and scar has minimal intrinsic elasticity, the SR values are in the malignant range. To rule out relapse, MRI or histological verification via US-guided punch biopsy continues to be the standard procedure [36]. A further advancement in compression elastography technology is the visualization of compression and decompression curves which show the examiner the less pressure-dependent decompression phase and thus help to standardize the examination. The examiner can see whether continuous and uniform pressure is being exerted on the tissue (compression and decompression) without having to leave the image plane (\textit{Fig. 3b, c}).

**Tissue Doppler Imaging Method**

The tissue Doppler imaging method is a special form of strain elastography that is pressure-independent. In this case the shear strain due to the tissue displacement caused by the ultrasound wave is examined. It is also possible to perform a real-time analysis using the tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) method. The tissue displacement caused by the TDI procedure is very slow but has a very high amplitude compared to the fast signals and low amplitude of the erythrocytes that serve as reflectors in the classic Doppler method (\textit{Fig. 4a}). In dual mode the tissue distortion is displayed as color-coded superimposition of the B-mode image with the known Doppler colors red and blue. The ratio from the maximum cross-sectional area of the focus formation in the B-mode image (ROI) can be put in proportion to the color pixel-free area of the TDI image [35]. Malignancies have a characteristic color pixel-free area while benign foci are typically significantly smaller on the TDI image and are filled with color pixels (\textit{Fig. 4b–d}). As a result, benign and malignant focal findings can be differentiated with significance \(p < 0.001\). This method is simple to use, provides immediate information, and can be theoretically implemented on any device. In addition, the strain can be quantified offline using the acquired data. To derive this tissue strain imaging (TSI) from the raw data, a standardized pressure could initially only be calculated using a phantom measurement. This was put in proportion to the maximum distortion factor in the selected ROI in the focal finding and then used to calculate the distortion score. An increase in specificity was also seen here due to the use of this offline analysis [37]. This method is also based on the analysis of frequency shifts. The effect of the pressure from the probe is used with the analysis of the raw ultrasound data to calculate a compression or decompression curve. The recording of the entire strain curve over time is advantageous because it is material-specific. Automatic angle correction takes into account the tissue strain in all spatial directions for precise re-

---

**Fig. 4** a Basic physical principle of TDI. b In the case of good tissue displacement, the benign focal finding is almost completely filled with color pixels of the Doppler signal. The tissue is thus elastic. c Digital mammography (MLO image) of the left breast with verification of a BI-RADS V focal finding. d The same focal finding in TDI shows an area that is completely free of color pixels. The spiculation is particularly visible. The area quotient between B-mode and TDI is 1. The strong suspicion of breast cancer is confirmed by punch biopsy.
presentation of the total strain [38]. A distortion ratio was subsequently able to be calculated in the further development. The study at two German centers showed good agreement in the analysis (AUC 0.907) with significant differentiation between malignant and benign focal findings (33) performed in the form of a second reading.

Shear wave elastography

Shear wave elastography (SWE) and so-called transient elastography (TE) use another basic physical principle. A special probe is necessary. In addition to the “classic” ultrasound wave, it generates a low-frequency shear wave in the frequency range of 50 Hz. The elasticity modulus can be determined from the propagation rate of the shear wave or transverse wave (Fig. 5).

This technique has become important in recent years particularly for determining the degree of fibrosis in the liver [39, 40]. Current publications discuss the degree of fibrosis of kidney transplantations. Stock et al. [41] described a relationship between elastographic values determined via the ARFI (Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse) technique and the histologically verified degree of fibrosis. The ARFI technique is similar to TE but the shear wave is generated via focused ultrasound pulses and a single-region velocity measurement is used.

SWE is based on high-energy ultrasound push pulses that are emitted vertical to the surface and generate multiple acoustic centers deep in the tissue from which the slow transverse shear waves emanate radially and form a wave front (Fig. 5a). The propagation of the shear wave front is recorded with very fast B-mode ultrasound imaging and the propagation rate is calculated. This correlates with the elasticity modulus (Fig. 5b). In contrast to the ARFI technique, multi-region velocity measurements are performed in this case.

To date, only a few studies have been applied to clinical evaluation for the differentiation of focal breast lesions. As a result, Evans et al. [42] and Berg et al. [43] were able to determine that the use of shear wave elastography increases specificity and also improves the evaluation of the status of breast findings (Fig. 6). The main advantage of the method is the good interobserver validity and pressure independence so that it can be assumed that the method will find wider application. Quantifiable results can also be reproducibly represented.

In 2012 Sadigh et al. conducted a first large metaanalysis regarding the use of ultrasound elastography (USE) for the differentiation of focal breast lesions compared to B-mode imaging (USB) and the combination of the two methods (dependent and independent) [44, 45]. It was shown on the basis of 5,511 breast lesions that elastography alone increases the specificity from 70% (USB) to 88% (USE) but came at the price of a partially reduced sensitivity (96% vs. 79%), while the number of correct classifications did not differ significantly. Rather it was able to be shown that the combination of methods (USB+USE) particularly in a screening collective with a low risk of breast cancer has a
significant advantage (28% increase in specificity compared to USB, AUC 97% vs. 92%). The authors concluded that it would be possible to reduce the number of biopsies in this subcollective with a low carcinoma prevalence by using elastography. The diagnostic cascade would indicate elastography in the case of a positive B-mode finding but primary use of the method does not seem expedient. Punch biopsy or follow-up could then be planned within 6 months. In 2012 Sadigh et al. were able to demonstrate a pooled sensitivity of 88% and a specificity of 83% in 2,087 focal findings by including the strain ratio in the metaanalysis. Higher pre-test probabilities compared to the subjective scoring of USE were seen in the risk collective. Consequently, a possible approach would be subjective scoring of USE for a screening population with a low risk in the case of an abnormal B-mode image (BI-RADS-US category III-IV). However, the test with the highest correct classification rate should be used in a high-risk collective, in this case SR calculation which has a higher sensitivity than the subjective findings of USE.

Alternative elastographic methods

Additional methods such as the use of shear wave elastography in MRI (MR elastography, MRE [46]) promise a further increase in the diagnostic quality of imaging methods for the characterization of breast lesions [47–49]. The inherent limitations of MRE such as long examination times and reduced spatial resolution can be compensated with modern single-shot imaging techniques and multi-frequency vibrations [49–51]. On the whole it can be expected that MRE of the breast will be used in the future as a short supplementary examination in addition to the clinically indicated standard MRI of the breast [52, 53]. A further promising method for mechanical characterization of breast tissue is tomosynthesis elastography. With the tomosynthesis method, the tissue layers are imaged before and after static distortion and are converted to distortion maps via image registration routines [54]. Regardless of the medical imaging modality, elastography is a valid means of determining pathological differences in the degree of breast tissue crosslinking. Mechanical stimulation can be used to generate diagnostic information in the image contrast that would otherwise only be able to be obtained invasively.

Summary

Given the current data, elastography can be applied to the clinical routine as an important additional criterion for the differentiation of breast tumors. Using real-time methods and/or strain ration calculation improves specificity and provides immediate information. Elastography is highly specific in the case of fatty involuted breasts as well as for the differentiation between BI-RADS-US category 3 and 4 and in the case of very small carcinomas without typical malignancy criteria even if the sensitivity is lower than for B-mode imaging. It was shown in individual cases that focal findings appearing benign in B-mode sonography can be categorized as malignant in the elastogram in the case of an anamnestically greater risk of breast cancer or verification of a BRCA mutation. The high pre-test probability of the SR calculation should be applied to the diagnostic procedure particularly in the case of this subcollective with a high risk of breast cancer. B-mode sonography remains the search method of choice. Elastography with and without SR only provides a helpful additional diagnostic criterion for characterizing focal findings in the case of a pathological finding. It must be determined on the basis of larger collectives whether inexperienced examiners can profit from this in the future. Since the time and financial expenditure for the method is minimal, a cost-benefit analysis would yield positive results for elastography. A particularly simple method is TDI which can in principle be made available on any system without additional costs. Invasive lobular carcinomas in particular can be diagnosed with this method. Methods requiring complex equipment, such as MR elastography and tomosynthesis elastography, represent interesting experimental approaches but currently do not yet provide the spatial resolution of sonographic elastography and are consequently not ready for routine use.

Finally, several important limitations of sonographic elastography must be mentioned again. When minor elasticity differences between the surroundings and a lesion are able to be measured or the basic assumption malignant = hard, benign = soft is not applicable for the tissue properties of the lesion (e.g., in the case of a scar), the elastography method is not productive. The most important limitations are listed in Table 2.

The use of sonographic elastography can be recommended for differentiating BI-RADS-US categories 3 and 4 and in high-risk collectives (SR calculation) based on the publications cited here.
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